BLACKBERRY AGENT

BlackBerry agent is one of the agents that forms HT Remote Control System (RCS).
By using the agent the customer infects a Blackberry target both via physical installation as well as with different remote methods such as SMS, QR code, web link etc.
Once the device is infected, the customer retrieves a great variety of device information including the BlackBerry PIN, IMEI, IMSI but also the network parameters which guarantee the customer has caught the right target device.
Every agent is configured to synchronize at set intervals chosen by the customer, and all the synchronizations happen through a series of servers that protect the customer’s identity. Blackberry agent retrieves information from multiple sources including BBM messages, Skype and Whatsapp chats, emails, SMS mic recording, position, screenshot, URL, calendar and contact list.
With our unique event triggered collection approach the RCS agent obtains relevant evidence, at the same time minimizing exposure.